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Dear Parent/Carer 

 

“Whoever recommends and helps a good cause becomes a partner therein, and whoever recommends and helps an evil 

cause shares in its burdens”       Qur’an:4:85 

The week has been a busy one with so much being completed in classes as we approach 

the last week of term. Our students and staff have been involved in preparing for the For-

mal Assembly and I am expecting an excellent gathering that will illustrate the amazing 

talent and success of so many of our young boys and girls. 

We had our final FOOD FAIR on Wednesday and this was well supported by our students 

and staff. The good news is that we have raised over $1000 and for a school this size this 

is incredible. The money will be spent on a variety of SPORTS EQUIPMENT and I look 

forward to the students making use of the equipment next year. 

Please remember that the academic year concludes on Wednesday 14 December, 2016 

after our Formal Assembly. 

There will be NO CLASSES from Tuesday 13 December, 2016. 

Parents/Carer will be provided with the opportunity to speak with teachers about the reports on Friday 16 December 

from 8.30am. If interested in doing this Parents/Carers will be required to ring and make an appointment. 

I am looking forward to our Year 6 Graduation ceremony on Tuesday evening. I thank Ms Neha for her organisation 

around this and meeting all Year 6 families on the night. 

As we approach the end of term we need to reflect on what 2017 will have in store for us all. 

I am very keen on addressing issues such as school uniform, lateness to school and quality extra-curricular activities at 

recess and lunchtime break. By responding to these issues as a community we can create real change and our children 

will understand the importance of being a student who is involved, well dressed and on time to school. 

Please make every effort to attend our Formal Assembly and I will be happy to speak with you at the conclusion of 

this. 

Finally a reminder about the payment of school fees. I would ask that parents/carers ensure that any outstanding fees 

are paid before the end of the year. If this is not possible I would encourage contact to be made with the front office so 

conversations can take place with the Principal to consider alternative arrangements. 

Blessings to you all for a safe weekend Inshallah 

  

 

David Johns - Principal 
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Letter from Heart Foundation about our Jump Rope For Heart Event 

 

“Dear David 

On behalf of the Heart Foundation, I am writing to express our thanks to the students, families, friends and staff of 

Islamic School of Canberra for participating in the Heart Foundation Jump Rope for Heart program in 2016.  In par-

ticular, I would like to acknowledge Peta James, whose efforts in co-ordinating the program greatly contributed to its 

success.  

Critical to the success of Jump Rope for Heart is the passion, motivation and commitment of teaching staff that co-

ordinate the program within the school.  The commitment of staff just like Peta has a positive impact not only on the 

health of the students but also in the heart health of the broader community.   Peta has been a true heart health champi-

on and should be commended for the time and dedication spent facilitating Jump Rope for Heart within your school.  

We are most appreciative of the $1155.01, raised by your school community.  Heart disease remains the single leading 

cause of death in Australia. By supporting the Heart Foundations Jump Rope for Heart, your school community is 

making a positive contribution to the health of all Australians, raising much needed funds for heart research. 

We trust that Jump Rope has contributed to the health of your students by encouraging healthy lifestyle behaviours 

and showing them the many benefits of participating in regular physical activity.   

Once more, thank you for your invaluable support and we look forward to welcoming you back in 2017. 

Warm Regards,  

Emma Howlett 

National Jump Rope for Heart Field Officer“ 
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